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Abstract: Based on a welfare approach using a partial equilibrium model coming from microeconomics,
this paper analyzes whether a local regulation aimed at reducing risks due to pesticides should be
imposed at the production level or the consumption level. This paper characterizes the economic
impact of these possible regulations from a theoretical point of view. Local and nonlocal producers
compete only in the local market regarding selling conventional and organic products. Local producers
incur variable costs related to reducing the risk of damage resulting from their new organic production
methods. A local policymaker maximizing local welfare chooses either a regulation that is imposed
on its local producers via production requirements or on all local and nonlocal producers via retail
requirements that directly affect consumption. We show that local regulation is selected for relatively
large values of damage. In this case, the organic regulation is influenced by whether the damage
is incurred by residents and the environment close to the production site or by consumers. If the
damage is incurred by residents and the environment close to the production site, only regulations
targeting the local producers are selected, which improves the profits for nonlocal producers.
Concerning damage incurred by consumers after their consumption, each type of regulation is
selected depending on the cost of the safe technology, but the regulation targeting the consumption
level harms nonlocal producers.

Keywords: organic regulation; local and nonlocal producers; reducing risk

1. Introduction

Modern conventional agriculture brings about high labor productivity and output. However,
due to the massive use of agricultural chemicals such as synthetic fertilizers and pesticides, both the
environment and foods are polluted to varying degrees. In particular, the ecosystems are damaged, and
the land’s production capacity continues to decline. Though people have come to know that organic
agriculture has its inherent deficiencies, they prefer to believe that organic agriculture switches to a
direction favorable for economic development, dietary improvement, and sustainable farming. In this
context, organic agriculture has gained momentum over the last 30 years, and policymakers have
tried to develop regulations for providing sufficient incentives to farmers to adopt organic farming.
As regulators cannot impose organic practices on all farmers, some regulations take a local form.
Indeed, new solutions could consist of developing local organic regulations imposing organic practices
at a regional level. By considering local comparative advantages, local regulations are less drastic than
broad and national regulations.
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In India, the state of Sikkim offers an interesting example of ambitious organic regulation. Since
2003, chemical pesticides have been phased out in Sikkim [1]. After several rounds of regulatory
efforts, Sikkim completely banned chemical pesticides and synthetic fertilizers in 2016, forcing their
farmers to use organic processes and alternative agronomic practices. Organic agriculture switches to a
direction favorable for the environmental development of Sikkim, with improvements in environmental
indicators [2]. This new system has been able to provide jobs and support social interactions between
producers and consumers. Moreover, the Sikkim regulation also focuses on consumption and
market expansion, health, education, rural development, and sustainable tourism. As such, Sikkim
is an excellent model for other Indian states and countries worldwide who want to upscale their
agroecology [2]. On the other hand, this generalized organic farming puts the agricultural development
of Sikkim at risk. More particularly, yields have fallen for many crops since all producers switched to
organic farming in 2016 [3]. Moreover, because of low purchasing power and a limited understanding
of the benefits of organic production, local consumers are reluctant to pay higher prices for these
organic products and prefer buying conventional products from border states [4]. As a result, some
local producers have reported losses related to lower yields and difficulties selling products. The goal
of organic farming in developed countries is currently about meeting the needs of those who can afford
the luxury of buying the highest quality food. If the needs of this luxury interfere with the need to feed
the entire and fragile population, then you have the potential for conflict. The cost–benefit of this local
regulation is still complex, and there are difficult trade-offs to consider for the local regulator.

To understand these trade-offs coming from local organic regulation, one solution consists of
examining the results of previous articles. There are many contributions regarding the role of labeling
and its positive impact on consumers’ willingness to pay around the world [5]. In the following
paragraphs, we restrict our attention to papers examining the impact of organic regulation on producers.

More particularly, the numerous contributions focusing on the risks of organic regulation for
producers can be divided into three categories that are presented as follows. First, regulation might
bring many risks to producers. Risks are reflected in many spheres, such as production risk, which
includes plant contamination of organic production from genetically modified organisms [6]; a potential
health risk from heavy metalloids caused by cropping systems [7]; environmental risk, which includes
ecoregion-specific ecotoxicological evaluations of pesticides [8]; management risk, which includes
the quality of the ingredients and the integration of food safety systems for industrial growth [9];
financial risk, which includes little knowledge of crop insurance by farmers [6]; market risk, which
includes maximum residue limits of pesticide regulation set by the importing countries and exporting
country [10]; and institutional risk, which includes, without objectively defining and consequently
assessing the standards, a fair amount of disagreement about what constitutes organic food [11].

Second, the characteristics of organic regulations might also make the production task more
complex for farmers. The inherent characteristics of current regulations are manifested in many
aspects, such as the lack of regulation in working near animal housing facilities, which harm farm
staff through odorous nuisance [12]; current unreasonable regulations for soils, which might not be
effective in protecting human health or harmonizing downstream food [13]; the disunity of regulations
in different countries, which might bring organic food quality risks through using different plant
protection products [14]; and changing regulations, which might bring potential risks due to farmers
with a limited capacity of information development and utilization [15,16].

Third, the efficiency of regulatory options might be affected by producer heterogeneity.
The producer’s heterogeneity is embodied in many ways, such as producers planting different
crop varieties, which may include spinach accumulating almost two times more perchlorate than
chard for all treatments [17]; producers in different economic areas that may not have sufficient access
to certification or markets for crop farmers in poor areas [13]; producers in different environmental
areas that can adversely impact the safety of honey under the mining field [18]; producers in different
operation modes in which contract farming can reduce pollution more than noncontract farming [19];
and producers entering the organic sector with different time spans in which early adopters pay
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more attention to the environmental and healthy aspects of organic agriculture, whereas late adopters
consider the economic benefits of organic farming more [20].

The existing research has performed a comprehensive analysis of organic regulation on the
producer. However, there is still a lack of research on the economic welfare risk of organic regulation.
Risk analysis is beneficial to a holistic planning process aimed at making better decisions and
emphasizing the connections between the parts [21], and welfare analysis is more conducive to
understanding the effect of these regulations [22,23]. Lacking clarity about the interest changes and
potential risk patterns at home and abroad brought by local regulations, the central government
cannot guide the development of regulations, which might hinder the healthy development of organic
agriculture. Therefore, local regulations targeting the production level or the consumption level for
reducing producer risks are becoming a topic worthy of study.

Aimed at showing the complexity of market adjustments under local or global regulations, the
theoretical model presented in the following sections vastly oversimplifies the notions of local and
global entities. The term “local” means a relatively large area instead of a tiny place with a few farmers,
and it refers to any specific sales market where there is a demand for organic agricultural production
and where organic regulations can be effectively implemented to ensure the interests of consumers.
A local entity can impose a regulation to both local and/or foreign producers selling products on its
territory, without more details about the frontiers and the controls at the borders. Meanwhile, a local
entity can encompass various forms of regions or states included in a vast political union, which may
correspond to the Sikkim situation in India (see above), or to a Member State in the European Union
(EU). Taking the EU as an example in terms of policymaking, since the new Common Agricultural
Policy (CAP) recently “re-nationalized” some policies, some environmental policies now depend on
decisions at the national or regional level. In such a context of Member States’ autonomy, one possible
pathway for the future would consist of having an ambitious national agenda like a high level of
organic productions, representing 50% or even 100% of the production (or consumption) as the extreme
configuration studied in this paper. A national decision, such a drastic regulation could also be taken
by the European Parliament, epitomizing a global regulation at the EU level. Beyond this example,
the model abstracts from legal considerations regarding local or global regulations for focusing on an
extremely simple configuration allowing economic analysis.

The following study uses a simplified welfare analysis method for evaluating the impact of local
policies. A local policymaker maximizing local welfare chooses a regulation that is imposed either on
its local producers via production requirements or on all producers via consumption requirements.
In our simple model, a local policymaker takes into account the local welfare, defined as the sum of all
economic gains and losses for agents living in a given area. We compare this local regulatory choice to
a global regulatory choice maximizing the global welfare inclusive of all agents.

We show that the regulation is selected for relatively large values of damage. In this case,
the regulation is influenced by the nature of the damage, either damage incurred by residents and
the environment close to the production site or damage incurred by consumers after consumption.
With damage incurred by residents and the environment close to the production site, only the
regulation targeting the local producers is selected, which improves the profits for nonlocal producers.
With damage incurred by consumers after consumption, each type of regulation is selected depending
on the cost of the safe technology, but the regulation targeting the consumption level harms
nonlocal producers.

Our paper differs from previous contributions by detailing the consequences of local organic
regulations. Our approach contributes to the literature focusing on the significant and large development
of organic farming with questions regarding its feasibility. For instance, Muller et al. [24] underscore
that a 100% conversion to organic agriculture effectively reduces pesticide use but needs more land than
conventional agriculture. This increase in land use comes from the necessity to outweigh the reduction
of yields coming from organic conversion [25]. Our paper differs because our “regional conversion” is
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less drastic than a 100% conversion, and we focus on the economic approach by measuring both price
and quantity distortions.

Our paper focuses on local regulation versus global regulation, which is very close to the questions
related to non-tariff measures for evaluating regulation [22]. More particularly, Fisher et al. [26] show
that in the presence of a production/consumption externality, the standard chosen by the social planner
is always protectionist—namely, it harms the foreign producers (or the nonlocal producer), with the
marginal costs for reducing risks being internalized into market prices [27–29]. However, the present
paper underlines the opposite result. Our paper contributes by showing that nonlocal producers may
benefit from the local regulation of local organic production because this process reduces competition
in the conventional product segment. We also show that the selected regulation is influenced by the
damage incurred at either the production level or the consumption level, which is an issue overlooked
by previous articles.

Ultimately, our paper contributes to the theoretical research on regulation. It differs from
contributions in which expected damage, proportional to the output, incurred by residents close to
the production or by consumers makes no major difference. Indeed, as all agents belong to the same
economy in classical studies [30], there is no difference in whether the damage is incurred at the
production level or the consumption level.

This paper is structured as follows. An analysis model is introduced in Section 2. Section 3
presents market mechanisms and regulations. Sections 4 and 5 analyze regulations targeting the local
producer and consumption, respectively. Finally, some extensions and conclusions are presented in
Sections 6 and 7.

2. Model

A stylized and theoretical framework with very simple assumptions is now presented, and
numerous extensions are discussed at the end of the paper. This partial-equilibrium model adopts
the classical microeconomic method, assuming that the agricultural product market is completely
competitive, and the product is simply divided into high-quality organic products and low-quality
traditional products. According to the law of decreasing returns to scale, the cost function is a quadratic
function of output. When the producer’s profit is maximized, the marginal cost of a product equals the
marginal revenue or the product price. Based on this classical hypothesis, the producer’s profit and
the consumer’s surplus are considered. Regarding the demand side, the approach integrates insights
from the modern industrial organization [30]. Possible organic regulations will affect market prices,
producer profits, and consumer surplus. Market economic welfare is the sum of producer surplus and
consumer surplus, and welfare analysis is considered by economists as the best way to observe the
impact of policy changes on economic efficiency [22].

We focus on a single type of product and a partial equilibrium analysis. Trade occurs in a
single period with local and nonlocal producers who are all price takers. Among the local producers,
we distinguish between safe/innovative products such as organic products and risky/conventional
products implying damage, such as the negative consequences of pesticide use resulting in local
pollution and/or pesticide residues inside the products. This is obviously a simplification to consider
organic agriculture as strictly better than the conventional one, in particular for issues not directly
related to pesticides. For instance, if decided on a large scale, organic farming may have a bigger
climate impact than conventional farming (or at least it does not allow an improvement in the carbon
footprint of farming), because of greater areas of arable land required to outweigh the yield reduction
linked to organic farming [31]. These greater areas of “organic lands” leads to more greenhouse gas
emissions, an issue not taken into account in this paper focusing on pesticides only. In the following,
we use mathematical derivation to build theoretical models for the economic welfare impact of local
regulations, often overlooked by the literature.
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2.1. Local Economy

2.1.1. The Conventional and/or Organic Supply Functions by Local Producers

For local producers, the cost function is a quadratic function of output corresponding to the law
of decreasing returns to scale. The conventional products are produced by a group of local producers

with an overall output q1 and an overall cost function
q2

1
2 , which is a quadratic variable cost. For a

price pC and with price taker producers, the maximization of overall profits (given by pCq1 −
q2

1
2 ) leads

to an overall supply qS1C(pC) = pC. Innovative products such as organic products are produced by
a group of local producers with an overall output q2 and an overall cost function cq2 + q2

2/2, with c
>0, which is the marginal cost incurred for eliminating the damage. This parameter c>0 means that
an additional unit of product is more expensive for organic products than for conventional products.
This cost also reflects the lower yield coming from organic production compared with conventional

production. For a price pI, the maximization of overall profits (given by pIq2 − cq2 −
q2

2
2 ) leads to an

overall supply qS2I(pI) = pI − c. For simplicity, we assume that the size of these two groups of producers
is exogenously given, which means that no new local producer can enter the market throughout
for exchange.

Local regulation can force the group of local producers with conventional products to change their

production toward innovative/organic production. In this case, the overall cost function
q2

1
2 becomes

cq1 +
q2

1
2 , with c representing the marginal cost incurred for eliminating the damage. For a price pI, the

maximization of overall profits leads to an overall supply qS1I(pI) = pI − c.

2.1.2. The Form of Damages Incurred by Local Community

As many theoretical economic models, the damage directly depends on the production or
consumption levels [30]. For the local economy, the damage d× qr is directly proportional to the output
qr of conventional (risky) producers or the consumed quantities of risky products (with d denoting the
per-unit damage). This damage is not internalized in the price by the lack of liability or information
for consumers. As this damage is not directly internalized into the market price, the burden of this
damage at the production level or the consumption level matters for a regulator, which influences the
characterization of the policy.

We will study different configurations under which the expected damage is incurred at the
production or consumption levels. (1) At a place close to production sites, the damage corresponds
to environmental damage incurred by third parties who are residents located close to the fields and
facilities in which products come from. With this first configuration focusing on the damages incurred
by residents and the environment close to production, the application of pesticides has a local impact
via air and soil pollution [32]. With the organic alternative, the drastic reduction of applying pesticides
leads to a local decrease in air and soil pollution, which directly benefits residents via an improvement
in both human and environmental health. (2) Regarding the consumption side, this damage may come
from unaware consumers facing unknown risks linked to their consumption, such as pesticide residues
in the products or any hazardous risk. With this second configuration, focusing on the damages
incurred after consumption, the eating of foods leads to the intake of pesticide residues [33]. As the
use of synthetic pesticides is prohibited in organic production, such foods do not accumulate residues
from numerous chemicals. These two cases are distinguished in this model for facilitating the analysis,
even if they are interlocked in reality.

2.1.3. The Demand Functions by Local Consumers

For simplicity, only the demand in the local community is considered in this model. As microeconomic
models, the demand by local consumers follows the classical assumptions of diminishing marginal returns
of variable quantities and a positive and linear relationship between the product quality and the utility.
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Consumers’ demand does not depend on damage since consumers are not aware of possible
damage d. The consumer has the following utility function:

U(qC, qI) = (a)qC + (a + s)qI −
(
q2

C + q2
I + 2γqCqI

)
/2 + v (1)

where qC, qI are the consumers’ overall consumption of conventional and innovative/organic products,
respectively, and v is the quantity of a composite good [34]. In addition, s represents a premium paid
for the innovation. The parameter γ measures the degree of substitutability between the two goods
and is restricted to lie in the interval [0, 1]. The quadratic elements q2

C, q2
I epitomize the assumption

of decreasing marginal utility. Let pi denote the unit price for product i = {C, I}, while the price of
the composite good is normalized to one in the budget constraint. After normalizing the population
of consumers to one (for simplicity), the maximization of utility defined by Equation (1) concerning
qC, qI gives the (inverse) consumer demand functions pC = a − qC − γqI and pI = a + s − qI − γqC.
Simultaneously solving these inverse demands for xi gives the following demand functions:

qDC(pC, pI) =
a(1− γ) + γs− pC + γpI

1− γ2 and qDI(pC, pI) =
a(1− γ) + s− pI + γpC

1− γ2 (2)

2.2. Nonlocal Participants

2.2.1. The Conventional Supply Function by Nonlocal Producers

Nonlocal producers can only produce conventional products without the possibility to improve
their production by selecting innovative products (which could be interpreted as the existence of a
prohibitive cost for turning instead to innovative products). This is a simplistic assumption meaning
that the impossibility to change the production process means that the imposition of standard imposing
innovative/organic products at the consumption level excludes these producers from the market.
These conventional products are produced by a group of nonlocal producers with an overall output
q3 and an overall cost function eq3 + q2

3/2, with e indicating a marginal cost difference compared
with local producers. For nonlocal producers, the cost function has a quadratic part with the output
corresponding to the law of decreasing returns to scale. For a price pC, the maximization of overall
profits leads to an overall supply qSNLC(pC) = pC − e.

2.2.2. Absence of Nonlocal Consumers and Absence of Damage for the Nonlocal Community

For simplicity, we also abstract from nonlocal consumers, and we do not consider any damage for
nonlocal communities. All these assumptions often made by various contributions (see [28,29]) for
simplifying the analysis will be discussed and changed at the end of the manuscript.

2.3. Mechanisms of Regulations

As many microeconomic models dealing with regulations, the regulatory choice is imposed at
the beginning of the decision making process, namely before any decisions made by producers and
consumers [27–30]. A mandatory regulation imposed by a standard can be implemented to force local
producers to choose innovative products (namely, a regulation targeting only the local producers) or to
impose innovative products for consumption (namely, a regulation targeting the consumption level,
with consequences for all local and nonlocal producers, and with nonlocal producers who cannot offer
these innovative products according to our assumptions). The regulator acts under perfect information
about sunk costs and possible profits.

The mandatory local regulation is selected by a local policymaker searching to maximize the
welfare of his or her county, which is defined by the sum of surpluses of its agents, including the
expected damage if the third party (namely, the residents) belongs to the county of the policymaker.
The mandatory global regulation searches to maximize the global welfare by taking into account local
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and nonlocal agents. The next section describes the market mechanisms depending on regulation
initially taken at the local or global level.

3. Market Equilibria under Different Regulatory Objectives

Our simple model allows us to analyze different market configurations depending on the selected
regulation. For each case, we will briefly detail the nature of the market equilibrium, and all of the
mathematical expressions of prices, surplus, and profits at equilibrium are given in Appendix A.
The damage coming from conventional products and accounted for in the welfare depends on the
agents suffering from the damage, either the residents close to the production site or the consumers
wherever the location of conventional products is.

First, under the absence of local regulation, the market equilibrium is characterized by the supply
equal to the demand for each type of product, namely, qS1C(pC) + qSNLC(pC) = qDC(pC, pI) for the
conventional product and qS2I(pI) = qDI(pC, pI) for the innovative/organic products. With damage
incurred by residents close to the production site, the overall damage is dqS1C(pC), with d being the
per-unit damage. With damage incurred by consumers after their consumption regardless of the origin
of conventional products, the overall damage is d[qS1C(pC) + qSNLC(pC)].

Second, under the regulation targeting the local producers only, the local regulation forces the group
of local producers with conventional products to change their production toward innovative/organic
production. The market equilibrium is now characterized by the supply equal to the demand
for each type of product, namely, qSNLC(pC) = qDC(pC, pI) for the conventional product and
qS1I(pI) + qS2I(pI) = qDI(pC, pI) for the innovative products. With damage incurred by residents
close to the production site, the overall damage is zero since all the producers use the innovative
process. With damage incurred by consumers after their consumption regardless of the origin of
conventional products, the overall damage is dqSNLC(pC).

Third, under the regulation targeting consumption regardless of the origin of the product, the
nonlocal producers cannot comply with the regulation, and they leave the local market. The market
equilibrium is now characterized by the supply equal to the demand for innovative products, namely,
qDC(pC, pI) = 0 with no conventional product and qS1C(pI) + qS2I(pI) = qDI(pC, pI) for the innovative
products. There is no more damage since only innovative products are sold on the market.

In the next section, we study the socially optimal regulation selected by the local or the global
regulator. We start with a configuration of the damage incurred by residents and the environment
close to the production site, and we follow with the damage incurred by the consumers after their
consumption. These market mechanisms depend on the regulatory options initially implemented
before any action taken by the economic participants, and the relevant graphs and results below are
closely related to the model.

4. Welfare Analysis of Regulations When the Damage is Incurred by Residents Close to the
Production Site

4.1. The Local Regulation

The local regulator maximizes the local welfare, accounting for the surpluses of local agents
(see Appendix B for details). With damage incurred by residents and the environment close to the
production site, the local policy is described in both Figure 1 and proposition 1, with the marginal
cost parameter c related to the organic product represented on the x-axis and the per-unit damage d
represented on the y-axis.
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c

d

(1) No local regulation

(2) Local organic regulation
at the production level d1

Figure 1. The maximization of the local welfare with damage incurred by residents close to the
production site.

Proposition 1. When local welfare is considered, the socially optimal choices are as follows: in area 1, no
regulation is observed and in area 2, the regulation at the production level only impacts the local producers (proof
in Appendix C).

Proposition 1 shows that the regulation depends on the relative sizes of the damage d and the
cost parameters c that matter when the group that originally produced conventional products turns to
innovative/organic products. The higher area is the marginal cost c of innovative products, and the
lower area depicts the social benefits of having the group originally producing conventional products
turn to innovative products. When the damage d is relatively low (in area 1), no regulation is useful
since the distortion coming from the marginal cost c is too large compared with the size of the damage.
When the damage d is relatively high, the innovative products imposed on all local producers via
the regulation at the production level are optimal since this damage is fully eliminated at the local
level. Nonlocal producers with conventional products continue to offer relatively cheap products to
consumers. As one group of local consumers left the conventional segment, the competitive pressure
on this segment is less intense for nonlocal producers who see their profit increase compared with
the situation without any regulation. This effect is often overlooked by the literature, particularly on
non-tariff measures. Eventually, the regulation at the consumption level is never selected, since nonlocal
producers offer conventional products without any damage suffered by persons at the local level.

4.2. The Global Regulation

We now turn to the global policy that also includes the profits for nonlocal producers. In other
words, a global regulator accounts for global welfare, including both profits and surplus for all agents,
both local and nonlocal. The different welfares are compared to determine the optimal policy presented
in Figure 2 and Proposition 2. Figure 2 is based on Figure 1, with the addition of the frontiers linked to
global choices that could be made by a global regulator.
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c

d

(1.1) No local or global
organic regulation

(2) Local organic regulation
at the production level d1

d12

(1.2) No local regulation
Global organic regulation
at the production 
level

Figure 2. The maximization of the global welfare with damage incurred by residents close to the
production site.

Proposition 2. The choices made by the global regulator are as follows: in area 1.1, no regulation is observed; in
areas 1.2 and 2, the regulation at the production level only impacts local producers; and in comparison with the
local choices presented in Figure 2, global choices are different from local choices in area 1.2 (as underlined by the
bold text in Figure 2) (proof in Appendix D).

Figure 2 shows that global choices made by a global regulator differ from local choices made
by a local regulator. The global regulator favors regulation at the production level in areas 1.2 and 2.
By including nonlocal producers, the global regulator imposes global regulation at the production
level, which increases the profit of nonlocal producers. The regulation targeting the consumption level
and imposing organic regulation on all producers is never selected since it would eliminate nonlocal
producers. Figure 2 shows that the local regulator “underregulates” in area 1.2 compared with the
global regulator, which is counterintuitive compared with debates often complaining about the excess
regulation for pesticide residues. We now turn to the alternative configuration in which consumers
incur the damage.

5. Welfare Analysis of Regulations When the Damage is Incurred by Consumers

5.1. The Local Regulation

With damage incurred by consumers, the local policy and results can be summarized in Figure 3
and Proposition 3.
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Figure 3. The maximization of the local welfare with damage incurred by consumers.

Proposition 3. When local welfare is considered, the socially optimal choices are: in area 3, no regulation
is observed; in area 4, the regulation at the production level only impacts local producers; and in area 5, the
regulation at the consumption level leads to the exclusion of nonlocal producers (proof in Appendix E).

When the damage d is relatively low (in area 3), no regulation is useful, since the distortion
coming from the marginal cost c is too large compared with the size of the damage. Figure 3 shows
that the two types of regulation are selected for different values of parameters when the damage
d is relatively large. When the damage d is relatively medium and the marginal cost c is relatively
low (in area 4), the innovative/organic products imposed on all local producers via the regulation
at the production and local level are optimal since the damage is reduced. With conventional local
producers turning to innovative products, the overall damage diminishes, and consumers benefit from
a significant decrease in the price of innovative products because of the relatively low cost c. In area 4,
the damage is reduced since nonlocal producers with conventional products implying damage for
consumers are still on the market. Conversely, in area 5, the damage d becomes higher, requiring a
more drastic solution compared with area 4. The regulation targeting consumption is selected, leading
to the exclusion of nonlocal producers. The damage is eliminated even if some consumers suffer the
absence of conventional products that were cheap in a configuration without regulation.

5.2. The Global Regulation

We now turn to the global policy that also includes the profits for nonlocal producers. In other
words, a global regulator accounts for global welfare, including both profits and surplus for all agents,
both local and nonlocal. The different welfares are compared to determine the optimal policy presented
in both Figure 4 and proposition 4. Figure 4 starts from Figure 3, adding the frontiers linked to global
choices that could be made by a global regulator.
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Figure 4. The maximization of the global welfare with damage incurred by consumers.

Proposition 4. The choices made by the global regulator are as follows: in area 3.2, no regulation is observed;
in areas 4, 3.1, and 5.1, the regulation at the production level only impacts local producers; in area 5.2, the
regulation at the consumption level leads to the exclusion of nonlocal producers; and in comparison with the local
choices presented in Figure 3, global choices are different from local choices in areas 3.1 and 5.1 (as underlined by
the bold text in Figure 4) (proof in Appendix F).

Figure 4 shows that global choices made by a global regulator differ from local choices made by a
local regulator. The global regulator gives “more space” to the regulation at the production level. By
including nonlocal producers, the global regulator tends to favor global regulation at the production
level, leading to higher profits for these nonlocal producers compared with the absence of regulation.
Interestingly, in comparison with the local choices presented in Figure 3, global choices are different
from local choices in areas 3.1 and 5.1 (as underlined in bold in Figure 4). Figure 4 shows that the local
regulator “underregulates” in area 3.1 compared with the global regulator, while this local regulator
“overregulates” in area 5.1 compared with the global regulator. Figure 4 complements previous works
on non-tariff measures (see references in the introduction).

6. Extensions

To identify and focus on the main economic mechanisms at work, we kept the mathematical
aspects as sparse as possible by using very simple assumptions. Our analysis could accommodate
various contexts using the following extensions of our model.

1. In our present paper, we did not consider any demand for a country with nonlocal producers,
which is an extreme assumption that corresponds to situations where there is no effective local
demand, but this configuration could be introduced. In this new context, the results would be
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close to the results presented in this paper, even if some values of standards or frontiers in figures
would change.

2. In the paper, we oversimplify the regulation choice imposing 100% organic production to all
producers, following the Sikkim example. However, the model can be extended less drastic
objectives like a high level of organic production, representing 30%, 50%, or 60% of the production
respectively, rather than the entire production. Moreover, the private incentives to adopt organic
products without mandatory regulation but with clear organic labels could also be studied.

3. The model focused on a single type of product with a partial equilibrium analysis, but it could
be extended to several products with a general equilibrium model. This model could be also
extended to several products and countries with a general equilibrium model. When several
products entail a different level of per-unit damages, a new coordinate symbol E(d) representing
the average damage across products may replace the original coordinate symbol d representing
the damage on the longitudinal axis of the Figures 1–4.

4. The analysis here should be expanded by detailing the reaction of foreign producers to offering
innovative/organic products.

5. Throughout the model, we assumed that external damage does not influence market demand.
However, demand and external damage can interact when consumers are aware of the damage,
for example, via information [30]. Again, the results would be close to the results presented
in this paper but with multiple cases, and some values of standards and frontiers in figures
would change. Our results are robust if we allow for this interaction between the damage and
the demand.

6. In the model, we abstracted from the entry/exit of both local and nonlocal producers. When a
new regulation is studied, the entry or exit of new producers could be studied. The imposition of
an organic regulation requires many new investments, such as mechanical robots for weeding.
These investments can be seen as sunk costs not depending on the level of production. In this

case, for an organic producer with an output q1 the cost function is
q2

1
2 + F with F being the sunk

cost incurred for eliminating the damage. The higher F is, the lower the number of producers
able to enter the organic segment is.

7. This model does not take the heterogeneous production purposes of different regions into
consideration. For example, the goals of organic regulation in the US and EU vary dramatically;
the EU mainly intends to solve environmental problems, while the US aims to satisfy consumer
preferences rather than sustainable agriculture [35]. As differences in explicit goals might bring
about various degrees of influence on risk, the results based on the model would have different
applicability in various regions.

8. The theoretical framework can be applied to one specific food like tomatoes or apples, with
empirical data to provide a quantitative cost–benefit analysis. It is possible to use an approach
based on a calibrated model combining elasticities of demand obtained from times-series
econometrics and average willingness-to-pay obtained from the experiment for determining
monetary damage d appearing in Equations (A15) to (A26) in Appendixes [36]. For a status quo
situation preceding a reinforcement of the regulation, parameters of Equation (2) can be calibrated
in such a way as to replicate market prices and quantities for a given year, with the observed
quantity sold over a period, the average price observed over the period, and the direct price
elasticity obtained from econometric estimates [37]. When calibrated to empirically measure
exchanges on one market for a given product, the partial equilibrium approach provides a welfare
analysis for choosing regulatory instruments on a product-by-product basis.

9. More precisely, our theoretical methodology consisted in showing that market adjustments depend
on regulatory choices imposed at both local and global levels. Based on simple assumptions, this
paper simply allows us to theoretically insist on the “discrepancies” between local and global
regulation, which is a sensitive issue in the context of strong demand for organic products all
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around the world. If a comprehensive cost–benefit analysis about the development of organic
agriculture is carried out in the future, the various effects theoretically underlined in this paper
should be precisely taken into account in such a potential analysis, because they imply complex
market adjustments at both local and global levels.

All the previous extensions should be taken into account when moving toward empirical
estimations related to the implementation of local regulations imposing organic products.

7. Conclusions

Using a simplified framework focusing on local regulations and welfare risks, this paper led to
new results. We showed that the local regulation imposing organic production on local producers
may benefit nonlocal producers, which pleads for the development of local regulations. However,
Figures 2 and 4 show that global choices are different from local choices for medium values of damage,
underlining possible discrepancies between local and nonlocal economic agents. These differences
between local and global choices raise the question of coordination between local and global decisions
for developing organic farming.

In areas where traditional agriculture seriously damages the health and production environment
of residents, policymakers may establish local regulations for organic agriculture to improve. Although
the local regulation of organic agriculture has played a protective role, it has brought a certain
degree of damage to local and nonlocal producers. If the policymaker chooses a regulation only for
local producers, it will improve the profits of nonlocal producers instead of local producers. If the
policymaker chooses a regulation according to the cost of safety technology based on the damage and
consumption level suffered by local consumers, it will damage the interests of nonlocal producers
and benefit local producers. It can be seen that the impact of local regulation on welfare patterns is
inconsistent through the two different paths of local producers and consumers. Even if the model of
this paper is not directly applicable, it shows that a welfare analysis is necessary for disentangling
legitimate and illegitimate non-tariff measures. Despite limitations, our paper shows that competition
matters for analyzing non-tariff measures and trade.

The implications for subsequent research about this theme would consist in new empirical
studies based on the theoretical analysis of this paper regarding possibilities of high levels of organic
productions which might account for 50%, 60%, or 100% of the overall production. These new studies
should directly tackle the nine extensions pointed out in the previous Section 6. Moreover, it is necessary
to clarify the collaborative scheme between local regulation and global regulation for realizing future
cost–benefit analyses.

The risks of local regulation of organic agriculture to local and nonlocal producers can be explained
from the perspective of regulatory organization changes. From the dynamic organizational evolution
process of local regulation, the local regulation of organic agriculture has experienced the transformation
from generation to diffusion. Combined with welfare analysis, it can be seen that in the generation
stage of local regulation of organic agriculture, the market of organic products is still in its infancy.
Local producers need to invest sunk costs to provide organic agricultural products to the local market,
while the consumers of organic agricultural products in the local market only account for a part
of the public, thus bringing the risk of damage to local producers, while nonlocal producers can
provide the local market with conventional agricultural products without any risk of damage. In the
diffusion stage of the local regulation of organic agriculture, the market of organic products gradually
matures, the preference of consumers in the local market gradually transforms into enthusiasm for
organic agricultural products, the marginal sunk cost that local producers need to invest to provide
organic agricultural products in the local market reduces, and the expansion of the market of organic
agricultural products in the local market gradually transforms into an advantage for local producers.
However, due to the change of consumers’ preference in the local market, the traditional agricultural
products market of nonlocal producers has shrunk, which has gradually become unfavorable to
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nonlocal producers. Thus, the risk advantages and disadvantages of local regulation to local producers
and nonlocal producers were staged.
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Appendix A

Before detailing the proofs of propositions, we detail the market configuration and surpluses
under different configurations. For simplifying the notations, we assume that the parameter γ = 1/2;
that is the parameter that measures the degree of substitutability between the two goods in Equation
(1). We first detail the market configurations (Section 3).

Under the absence of local regulation, the market equilibrium is characterized by the supply
equal to the demand for each type of products, namely qS1C(pC) + qSNLC(pC) = qDC(pC, pI) for the
conventional products and qS2I(pI) = qDI(pC, pI) for the innovative/organic products. These two
equalities lead to the equilibrium prices for both innovative/organic and conventional products;

p∗I = (4a + 5c + e + 6s)/11 and p∗C = (6a + 2c + 7e− 2s)/22
)

(A1)

These prices lead to equilibrium quantities qS2I
(
p∗I

)
, qS1C

(
p∗C

)
and qSNLC

(
p∗C

)
supplied by different

producers. At the equilibrium, the overall profits are equal to:

πS2I
(
p∗I

)
= (4a− 6c + e + 6s)2/242 for local innovative producers (A2)

πS1C
(
p∗C

)
= (6a + 2c + 7e− 2s)2/968 for local conventional producers (A3)

πSNLC
(
p∗C

)
= (6a + 2c− 15e− 2s)2/968 for nonlocal conventional producers (A4)

The consumers’ surplus without considering the noninternalized damage (detailed later) is equal
to:

CS1 =
[
76a2 + 28c2 + 13e2 + 2es + 28s2

− 2c(e + 28s) + a(52s− 52c− 50e)
]
/242 (A5)

Under the regulation targeting the local producers only, the local regulation forces the group
of local producers with conventional products to change their production toward innovative
production. The market equilibrium is now characterized by the supply equal to the demand
for each type of products, namely qSNLC(pC) = qDC(pC, pI) for the conventional product and
qS1I(pI) + qS2I(pI) = qDI(pC, pI) for the innovative products. These two equalities lead to the equilibrium
prices for both innovative and conventional products:

p∗∗I = (3a + 7c + e + 4s)/11 and p∗∗C = (4a + 2c + 5e− 2s)/11 (A6)

These prices lead to equilibrium quantities qS2I
(
p∗∗I

)
, qS2I

(
p∗∗I

)
, and qSNLC

(
p∗∗C

)
supplied by different

producers. At the equilibrium, the overall profits are equal to:

πS2I
(
p∗∗I

)
= (3a− 4c + e + 4s)2/242 for local innovative producers (A7)

πS1I
(
p∗∗I

)
= (3a− 4c + e + 4s)2/242 for new local innovative producers (A8)

πSNLC
(
p∗∗C

)
= 2(2a + c− 3e− s)2/121 for nonlocal conventional producers (A9)
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The consumers’ surplus without considering the noninternalized damage (detailed later) is equal
to:

CS2 = 2
[
19a2 + 13c2 + 7e2 + es + 13s2

− c(e + 26s) + a(25s− 25c− 13e)
]
/121 (A10)

Under the regulation targeting the consumption level whatever the origin of the product, the
nonlocal producers cannot follow the regulation and they leave the local market. The market
equilibrium is now characterized by the supply equal to the demand for each type of products, namely
qDC(pC, pI) = 0 for the conventional product and qS1C(pI) + qS2I(pI) = qDI(pC, pI) for the innovative
products. The second equality leads to the equilibrium price for innovative product:

p∗∗∗I = (a + 2c + s)/3 (A11)

These prices lead to equilibrium quantities qS2I
(
p∗∗∗I

)
and qS2I

(
p∗∗∗I

)
supplied by different producers.

At the equilibrium, the overall profits are equal to:

πS2I
(
p∗∗∗I

)
= (a− c + s)2/18 for local innovative producers (A12)

πS1I
(
p∗∗∗I

)
= (a− c + s)2/18 for new local innovative producers (A13)

There is no more damage, since only innovative products are sold on the market. The consumers’
surplus is equal to:

CS3 = 2[a− c + s]2/9 (A14)

Appendix B

We now turn to the different configurations for expressing the damage and the welfare. We start
with the configuration with a damage incurred by residents close to the production site (Section 4).
Under the absence of local regulation, the overall local damage is dqS1C

(
p∗C

)
, with d being the per-unit

damage leading to:
dqS1C

(
p∗C

)
= d(6a + 2c + 7e− 2s)/22 (A15)

With the sum of profits for local producers, the surplus of local consumers and the local damage,
the local welfare is equal to:

W1 = πS2I
(
p∗I

)
+ πS1C

(
p∗C

)
+ CS1− dqS1C

(
p∗C

)
(A16)

Under the regulation targeting the local producers only, there is no damage at the local level and
the local welfare is:

W2 = πS2I
(
p∗∗I

)
+ πS1I

(
p∗∗I

)
+ CS2 (A17)

Under the regulation targeting the consumption level whatever the origin of the product, the
nonlocal producers cannot follow the regulation and they leave the local market. There is no damage
and the welfare is:

W3 = πS2I
(
p∗∗∗I

)
+ πS1I

(
p∗∗∗I

)
+ CS3 (A18)

Appendix C

We now turn to the proof of proposition 1. The comparison between W1 and W2 leads to:

d1 =
28a2

− 76c2 + 52ce− 15e2 + 4a(54c + 19e− 54s) + 152cs− 52es− 76s2]

44[6a + 2c + 7e− 2s]
(A19)

For d < d1 in Figure 1, W1 > W2 and the local regulator chooses the absence of regulation. For
d > d1 in Figure 1, W1 < W2, and the regulator chooses the regulation targeting the local producers. In
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this case, W2 > W3 is always satisfied, which means that the regulation targeting the consumption
level is never selected. QED.

Appendix D

Before the proof of proposition 2, global welfares are detailed. With a damage incurred by
residents and under the absence of local regulation, the local welfare W1 is given by Equation (A16).
The global welfare includes the nonlocal producers with profits given by Equation (A4). Thus, the
global welfare is equal to:

W1G = W1 + πSNLC
(
p∗C

)
(A20)

Under the regulation targeting the local producers only, there is no damage coming from the
local products consumption and the local welfare is equal to W2 given by Equation (A17). The global
welfare includes the nonlocal producers with a profit given by Equation (A9). Thus, the global welfare
is equal to:

W2G = W2 + πSNLC
(
p∗∗C

)
(A21)

Under the regulation targeting the consumption level whatever the origin of the product, the
nonlocal producers cannot follow the regulation and they leave the market. There is no damage and
the welfare W3 is given by Equation (A18).

We now turn to the proof of proposition 2. The comparison between W1G and W2G leads to:

d12 =
(2c + e− 2s)(4a− 2c + 3e + 2s)

2[6a + 2c + 7e− 2s]
(A22)

For d < d12 in Figure 2, W1G > W3, and W1G > W2G, the global regulator maximizing the global
welfare chooses the absence of regulation. For d > d12 in Figure 2, W2G > W1G, and W2G > W3, the
global regulator chooses the regulation targeting the local producers. The welfare W3 is always lower
than W1G or W2G, and the regulation targeting the consumption is never selected. QED.

Appendix E

We now focus on the configuration with a damage incurred by consumers (Section 4). Before the
proof of proposition 3, local welfares are detailed. With a damage incurred by the consumers after their
consumption whatever the origin of conventional products and under the absence of local regulation,
the overall local damage coming from the consumption is d[qS1C

(
p∗C

)
+ qSNLC

(
p∗C

)
], with d being the

per-unit damage leading to:

d
[
qS1C

(
p∗C

)
+ qSNLC

(
p∗C

)]
= d(14a− 10c− 13e + 10s)/22 (A23)

With the sum of profits for local producers, the surplus of local consumers, and the local damage,
the local welfare is equal to:

W4 = πS2I
(
p∗I

)
+ πS1C

(
p∗C

)
+ CS1− d

[
qS1C

(
p∗C

)
+ qSNLC

(
p∗C

)]
(A24)

Under the regulation targeting the local producers only, there is no damage coming from the local
products consumption but a damage coming from the nonlocal products consumption, namely the
damage is dqSNLC

(
p∗∗C

)
. Thus, the overall damage coming from consumption of nondomestic products

is:
dqSNLC

(
p∗∗C

)
= 2d(2a + c− 3e− s)/11 (A25)

The local welfare is:

W5 = πS2I
(
p∗∗I

)
+ πS1I

(
p∗∗I

)
+ CS2 + dqSNLC

(
p∗∗C

)
(A26)
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Under the regulation targeting the consumption level whatever the origin of the product, the
nonlocal producers cannot follow the regulation and they leave the local market. There is no damage
and the welfare W3 is given by Equation (A18).

We now turn to the proof of proposition 3. The comparison between W4 and W5 leads to:

d2 =
28a2

− 76c2 + 52ce− 15e2 + 4a(54c + 19e− 54s) + 152cs− 52es− 76s2]

176[a + e]
(A27)

The comparison between W3 and W4 leads to:

d4 =
244a2

− 188c2
− 84ce + 315e2 + 4a(202c− 63e− 202s) + 376cs + 84es− 188s2]

528[3a + c− 2e− s]
(A28)

The comparison between W3 and W5 leads to:

d3 =
5(2a + c− 3e− s)

66
(A29)

For d < Min[d2, d4] in Figure 3, W4 > W3, and W4 > W5, the local regulator chooses the absence of
regulation. For d2 < d < d3 in Figure 3, W5 > W4, and W5 > W3, the regulator chooses the regulation
targeting the local producers. For d > Min[d3, d4] in Figure 3, W3 > W4, and W3 > W5, the regulation
targeting the consumption is selected. QED.

Appendix F

Before the proof of proposition 4, global welfares are detailed. With a damage incurred by the
consumers after their consumption whatever the origin of conventional products and under the absence
of local regulation, the local welfare W4 is given by Equation (A24). The global welfare includes the
nonlocal producers. Thus, the global welfare is equal to:

W6 = W4 + πSNLC
(
p∗C

)
(A30)

Under the regulation targeting the local producers only, there is no damage coming from the local
products consumption but a damage coming from the nonlocal products consumption and the local
welfare is equal to W5. The global welfare includes the nonlocal producers. Thus, the global welfare is
equal to:

W7 = W5 + πSNLC
(
p∗∗C

)
(A31)

Under the regulation targeting the consumption level whatever the origin of the product, the
nonlocal producers cannot follow the regulation and they leave the market. There is no damage and
the welfare W3 is given by Equation (A18).

We now turn to the proof of proposition 4. The comparison between W6 and W7 leads to:

d5 =
(2c + e− 2s)(4a− 2c + 3e + 2s)

8[a + e]
(A32)

The comparison between W3 and W7 leads to:

d6 =
(2a + c− 3e− s)

6
(A33)

For d < d5 in Figure 4, W6 > W3, and W6 > W7, the global regulator maximizing the global
welfare chooses the absence of regulation. For d5 < d < d6 in Figure 4, W7 > W6, and W7 > W3, the
global regulator chooses the regulation targeting the local producers. For d > d6 in Figure 4, W3 > W6,
and W3 > W7, the regulation targeting the consumption is selected. QED.
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